
Broderick Hunter began his fashion career in 2011.

Facing campaigns for Ralph Lauren, Philipp Plein,

features in Vogue, GQ and Cosmopolitan, He stared

in HBOs hit tv shows such as 'Insecure', 'A Black

Lady Sketch Show and Films on Amazon Prime and

BET. Broderick openly shares his latest grooming

secrets on his Youtube channel #SelfcarewithBrod.

He's apart of UNICEFs "Next Generation" program,

working closely with the organization to fund and

bring awareness to mental programs for the

youth.
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Broderick engages over 1.5 million people weekly and boats

an average 25 million impressions monthly across all of his

channels with a unique global idemographic. His youtube

channel #SelfcarewithBrod caters to sharing skincare tips

and haircut tutorials. Repeat partnerships and beauty

campaigns include Old Spice and Gillette to name a few, His

Twitter showcases humor and sarcasm creating viral

impressions, content and unforgettable fan interactions.

BRODERICK HUNTER

ACTOR - MODEL - MEN'S GROOMING

285K 86k 33K
GLOBAL REACH

300,000 Weekly Impressions 

15 Million Impressions 

200,000 Weekly Profile

Visits

2.3 Million Impressions

2 Million views across

channel



Following Broderick, you're

guaranteed a laugh.. or 3. The

actor lands hit comedy show

roles such as staring in tv shows

for HBO, NBC and FOX. Get a

sense of his romance leading in

the short romantic film "They

Come. They Go." on Amazon

Prime.

 Broderick has been known for fashion

campaigns, editorials and runway shows.

The super model's career catapulted

facing Ralph Lauren campaigns but he his

also known for gracing publications for

Vogue, GQ, Cosmopolitan's 2018 "Spine

Guy". Including covers for 'Fantastics' and

OnFitness Magazine. 
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Whether he's keeping it cool

with Essence or being

People Magazine's "Hottest

guy to follow on

Instagram", Hunter's write

ups aren't to be missed.

Teen Vogue's sit down with

the actor-model's fashion

career experience made

quite the buzz. Along with his

fashion expertise write ups

in GQ. 
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 Officially joining UNICEFs "Next

Gen" program and not only has

his intentions set to bring mental

health awareness for the youth

but he is now in the works of

starting his campaign "Free To

Joy", which will aid funding mental

health programs for the under

privileged kids.  



CONTACT INFO
Broderickhbooking@gmail.com

Agency, PR and Management info available upon request 


